
Schofields New South Wales 2762

Located in one of Sydney's fastest growing and most
exciting regions. an attractive blend of modern apartment
living and leafy communal gardens.

Welcome to an exceptional residence in one of Sydney's
fastest-growing regions, seamlessly blending modern
apartment living with lush communal gardens.
Strategically located near schools, shops, and transport
services, our commitment to a contemporary urban
lifestyle is complemented by abundant open spaces and
the soothing sounds of native birds.

This development harmoniously merges urban vibrancy
with a dedication to green spaces and
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sustainability. Residents enjoy not just the convenience of
city living but also a unique connection with nature,
enhancing their overall quality of life.

Our residences feature secure parking with additional
storage, capturing northern views over native bush or the
bustling town center.

Rooftops are meticulously designed with solar panels,
gardens, barbecues, seating, play areas, and yoga lawns,
embodying sustainability and recreation. Smart
technology ensures energy efficiency, rainwater
harvesting, and greywater utilization.

Storage solutions include bike storage and extra storage
cages in parking areas. High-security measures, including
keyless locks and swipe panels, ensure a safe living
environment.

Welcome to a community where modernity meets
serenity, redefining contemporary living in one of
Sydney's most promising regions.

1 BEDROOM Apartments commencing $535,000
3 BEDROOM Apartments also available

Call Litsa now to view on 0466 969 164 or Uzrah 0435 205
061â€¬

Litsa Meleti
M: 0466 969 164
E: litsameleti@remax.com.au

Uzrah Bi
M: â€0435 205 061â€¬

Disclaimer: The above information is believed to be
correct and accurate, however, RE/MAX does not
guarantee its accuracy and we urge prospective buyers to
make their own enquiries if necessary.
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